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Pure Prairie League showing March 4 
by David Nieuwkoop 
Hope, in conjunction with the Student 
Activities Committee, will present Pure 
Pra i r ie League — live — in concert 
March 4 at the Civic Center. 
The March 4 date will be the groups' 
first concert on their tour. Their material 
covers a wide musical range, from pop 
tunes straight f rom the heart of the city to 
majes t ic ballads to match the spacious 
plains of their original territory. I t 's a 
sound that has been rapidly matur ing 
since the band originated in the early 7()s, 
through a steady succession of extensive 
national tours and eight albums. 
After receiving the okay by Pure 
Pra i r ie League's agent, the committee 
set the concert date for Feb. 28. However, 
toward the end of January , the concert 
dates were changed when the band 
reneged in favor of recording its latest 
album on that day. After renegotiations, 
SAC was granted a price reduction and 
advertising posters were reprinted at no 
additional cost. 
"This concert is the most student-
oriented ever ," said Dave Vanderwel, 
associate dean of students. "We try to do 
a little something different each year . 
This year , by cutting back on student 
dances because of a lack of interest, we 
offered the same amount of coffeehouses 
plus this concert ." 
The person mainly responsible for the 
concert is Bryan Bigelow. student ac-
tivities coordinator. Spending much of his 
summer establishing contacts in the 
music business, Bigelow found it difficult 
to locate groups available as well as 
affordable. 
Decisions had to be made as to who 
would be best for this area. Such an 
agreement depended upon a student 
survey taken on campus last semester , as 
well as the capability of the ad-
ministration members who organized the 
production. 
" I t ' s an expensive risk to have too big 
of a concert, especially when you look 
over our concert flops in the pas t , " said 
Bigelow. 
The concert is for the students and by 
the students, but the community is 
needed for support as well. The staff , 
consisting of student volunteers, has been 
very supportive, serving on various 
commit tees designed by Bigelow. 
"I really have the feeling people are 
behind m e in making this concert a real 
success ," said Bigelow. "We're all ex-
pecting a good crowd and hopefully we'll 
make some money to continue with more 
concerts in the future. " 
However, if the concert is not sup-
ported, inevitable cutbacks in fur ther 
SAC programs for the rest of this 
semester will result. 
"Each t ime we discussed the possibility 
of a concert, I got jittery . . . recalling 
our past track record as not good," said 
by David Nieuwkoop 
Three hundred P u r e Pra i r ie League 
concert tickets, valued at approximately 
$2000, were stolen f rom the Social Ac-
tivities Committee (SAC) office in DeWitt 
on Fr iday , Feb. 13,1981. According to the 
report made by Public Safety, the office 
door was left open and a locked file box 
broken open. 
Chris Peterson, who works for SAC, 
intentionally left the office open, as is 
usually the case since she does not have 
one of the two existing keys. " I was gone 
between 5:45 and 8:30 but don't recall 
anything changed when I c ame back ," 
said Peterson. 
"Public Safety intermittently checks 
the DeWitt Center and someone was 
probably in the building when the incident 
occured but not at the right place at the 
right t ime," said Glenn Bareman, 
director of Public Safety. 
Other than a few SAC members , no one 
knew of the tickets locked intt ie cash box. 
The .tickets, numbered 1-50 and 2751-3000, 
will not be honored at the door. "We'll 
have to check each and every ticket, 
which means a slower process for us and 
more congestion for you," said Dave. 
Vanderwel, associate dean of students. 
" I guess they didn't realize each ticket 
(continued on p . 2) 
Saga goodbye - maybe 
by Jane t Lootens 
It 's not official. The process is only in 
preliminary stages, and no contract has . 
been drawn or prices quoted, but May 30 
may signal the end of Saga Food Service 
at Hope. 
According to business manager Barry 
Werkman, al ternat ive food services 
within the present cost range are being 
considered. He said the college " h a s not 
been disappointed with Saga ," which has 
serviced Hope for approximately 12 
years. In the last 12-24 months, however, 
the college has received an increase of 
complaints from both students and 
parents regarding declining food quality. 
It is too early to predict if a changeover 
will occur. The feeling of the ad-
ministration is that now is the t ime to 
make a change. "No decision has been 
made not to continue with Saga ," 
Werkman noted, but the college feels 
advantages may be found if they look to 
alternatives. 
Currently being considered to replace 
Saga is Western Enterpr ises , Inc., a new 
food service which has also approached 
three other area colleges: Calvin, 
Aquinas and Grand Rapids Baptist. 
Saga, whose corporate headquar ters 
are in Menlo Pa rk , CA, was recently 
notified by mail as to the possible change. 
The existing contract with Saga is due to 
expire June 30, which falls in the middle 
of the summer session. In keeping with a 
clause requiring 90 days notice, the letter 
to Saga included a s ta tement of the 
possible intent to terminate the contract 
May 30. The May 30 date conveniently 
falls during the break between May and 
June term. 
Several advantages can be found in 
Western Enterprises. First , Werkman 
feels Western would provide an improved 
menu and food service program. Second, 
the headquarters , to be located in Grand 
Rapids, would provide easier access. 
Third, Western, a smaller corporation 
than Saga, lacks a s tructured hierarchy, 
which would result in decreased overhead 
costs. 
Savings from reduced overhead costs, 
for example, could be allocated to im-
plement a new food service program 
combining the efforts of Hope and 
Western. Regarding menu ideas, for one 
thing, input would be received from 
students, the dean of students, and the 
business office. 
If the college does replace Saga with 
Western, it is not known if this will cause 
a changeover in Hope food service 
management . In the event of a swit-
chover, Werkman felt that 99 percent of 
the hourly employees would be able to 
c(fhtinue in their positions. 
Werkman stated he had a " t remendous 
confidence in the new food service ." 
Although the company is new, the em-
ployees a r e people who have been in and 
a re famil iar with the food service 
business. 
Vanderwel. "But there 's so many positive 
things going on. The whole idea of a 
student-oriented production is such a 
good first-hand learning experience. It 's 
good for the campus as a whole." 
The League's line-up includes three 
veteran members : bassist and vocalist 
Michael Reilly, d rummer Billy Hinds and 
keyboardist Michael Connor, all of whom 
hail f rom the Ohio River Valley. Vince 
Gill and Jeff Wilson, the newest mem-
bers. have proven to be key factors in 
sharp ly honing the confident and 
distinctive sound that Pure Pra i r ie 
League represents. As Reilly pointed out. 
"We were looking for people f rom widely 
diverse a r ea s to avoid being confined to a 
part icular genre . " 
And new influences a re what they got. 
Gill, from Oklahoma, contributed the 
major i ty of the tunes on "Fi r in ' Up," 
their debut album on Casablanca, in-
cluding " I ' m Almost Ready," "She 's All 
Mine ," " Y o u ' r e My True Love." 
"Lifet ime of Nightt ime" and " Janny 
Lou." 
Wilson, born in Los Angeles, co-wrote 
two cuts on the album, "Let Me Love You 
Tonight"' and "Too Many Hear taches In 
Pa rad i se . " 
Hosting the concert will be J im Steele, 
radio DJ f rom WLAV-97 FM. 
The warm-up band. 240 Front, is from 
the Grand Rapids area. One of the five-
piece rock band group members . Penny 
Seiberling. a former Hope student, is the 
g roups ' f e m a l e v o c a l i s t / b a s s i s t . 
Currently, 240 Front is trying to cut their 
first full-length album. Reviewers from 
the magazines " C r e a m " and "Rolling 
Stone" will be flown in to listen to their 
perf ormance Wednesday night. 
"We're giving it all we've got ," said 
Vanderwel. "It couldn't be done any 
better or with any more enthusiasm or 
responsibility than the students have 
invested thus far . We'll make it . . . even 
I, the great wet blanket, have generated a 
positive interest. We can make it happen, 
but it 's up to the students to see it 
through." 
Tickets a re available at the Activities 
Office through March 3 at $6 for students 
with an I.D. All seats are general ad-
mission and no alcohol or smoking will be 
allowed in the auditorium. 
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Pu re Pra i r i e League is being sponsored by the Social Activities Committee to perform 
at the Civic Center March 4. 


















by Craig Pot ter Sinclair 
Miscommunication is cited as the 
ma jo r problem involved in the con-
troversy over the planned renovation of 
the DeWitt Center. Many students a re 
questioning the new plans, saying that 
Hope students and some depar tments will 
be losing out when the remodeling takes 
place. This has prompted the circulation 
of a number of petitions criticizing the 
proposed changes. 
The most common criticism heard 
from students is that the administrat ion 
has not fully informed the rest of the 
college of the details of the new plans. As 
one student puts it. " the administration 
has been pushing the whole thing 
through." The lack of details has left 
many unanswered questions; "That is 
one area that we've been weak on," 
admit ted President Gordon Van Wylen. 
Students a re questioning whether the 
DeWitt Center will be fulfilling its in-
tended purpose af ter renovations have 
taken place. As Meg Biggerstaff , co-
author of one petition, points out, " the 
first hundred thousand dollars of funds 
for DeWitt was raised by s tudents !" 
Kevin Baily, the other author,brought up 
that " the center ' s original purpose was 
for the consolidation of all student ac-
tivities into one central location." This is 
no longer possible due to lack of space. 
Other questions raised by students 
include whether tuition will be used to 
defray the cost of the new buildings. 
PPL tickets stolen 
(continued from p. J) 
had a number on it...it 's terribly im-
portant to inform others not to buy their 
tickets at outlets other than the ones SAC 
has set up." said Bareman. 
Adver t i sements were immediately 
placed in the Grand Rapids Press , the 
Holland Sentinal and the Muskegon 
Chronicle, and will be aired with ads on 
the local radio stations, warning people 
not to buy from unauthorized dealers. 
As of 5.00 p.m. Monday, no stolen 
tickets had turned up, but possible 
suspects in the case were under in-
vestigation. 
Another break-in, thought to be con-
nected to the stolen concert tickets, in-
volved breaking one of the theater box 
office windows and theft of a telephone. 
At approximately 9 p.m., Feb. 17, a crash 
was heard outside the DeWitt Main 
Theater, where play rehearsa l was in 
session. 
"There ' s no evidence that there 's even 
a connection between this and the stolen 
t ickets ," said Bareman. 
However, tickets for the concert were 
being sold at the box office. "The 
likelihood of a connection is very strong to 
me , " said Joyce Smith, theater depart-
ment secre tary . 
"What else could it be ," asked Smith. 
"For the past eight years nothing has 
ever happened like this. Cash or 
valuables a re never kept in the of-
fice... there 's nothing else to steal. My 
conclusion was somebody wanted those 
concert t ickets." 
Both incidents a r e under investigation 
by Public Safety. According to Van-
derwel. "appropr ia te measures a r e being 
taken." 
whether the theater depar tment will have 
their needed lounge area , whether the a r t 
depar tment will have their gallery 
reinstalled, whether c lassrooms formerly 
in the ballroom area will be replaced, and 
what the actual floor space of the Kletz 
will be. 
When addressing the concern of 
students about rising tuition and the high 
cost of a new building. Van Wylen stated, 
"Absolutely no tuition money is used for 
new buildings." According to Biggerstaff, 
this is not strictly true. She claims that 
tuition money is a f fec ted by the con-
struction of new buildings. Tuition is not 
actually used for new buildings, but fewer 
surplus funds a re available during a time 
of construction. Most of the building funds 
come from alumni and church donors. 
The plans for the changes that took 
place in downstairs DeWitt, and tor some 
of the new renovations, a r e based on a 
study conducted by a student for a 
"DeWitt Center Commit tee . " In this 
study it was found that fewer than 9% of 
Hope students used the gameroom and 
bowling alley. 
This study has been the extent to w hich 
students have been involved in the 
planning of renovations. The t ime for 
students to make specific suggestions 
about the use of space would be when they 
can speak directly with the archi tect ; 
thus the formation of a student congress 
commit tee which is a t tempting to 
a r r a n g e a meeting with the architect . 
The student study led to the relocation 
of the student a f fa i r s office, student 
activities offices and the new Pit (Alley). 
•> 
This was done to consolidate into one area 
the offices that students use. 
In response to questions about the art 
gallery. Van Wylen pointed out that the 
art depar tment would prefer to have the 
gallery in their new building, the former 
Sligh Furni ture building. Also, he 
suggested that there will be a new lounge 
for the theater that will extend into the 
present Kletz a rea . 
According to the blueprints, the new 
Kletz will consist of 6200 square feet 
downstairs in the DeWitt Center. The 
present Kletz has 3300 square feet on the 
main level and 200 feet upstairs, for a 
total of 3500. 
The aim of the renovation of the DeWitt 
Center is energy efficiency. The high 
ceiling and large windows in the Kletz 
allows for much heat loss; a new floor will 
be installed within this a rea , and thermal 
pane windows will be installed. Also, 
foyers w ill be added to the entry ways. 
These changes were planned even 
before the fire last spring As Dean 
Michael Gerrie pointed out, "much of the 
present renovation money was already 
commit ted last yea r before the tire in 
order to make the DeWitt Center more 
energy eff icient ." 
The renovation of the DeWitt Center 
will be the topic of a community hour 
discussion a r ranged by the Student 
Congress committee. It will take place on 
T u e s d a y , M a r c h 3, in Wiche r s 
Auditorium. Tentat ive plans include the 
presence of the architect . 
Public Safety reports violations 
Traveline Tastehud 
Anything for a late night bite 
by Carr Bonate 
It 's Sunday night; you ' re booking hard 
on all that homework you were going to 
get done this weekend, which was 
previously preempted by part ies that you 
just couldn't pass up, and all of a sud-
d e n . . . Wham! The munchies at tack. 
After barely a moment ' s consideration, 
you decide that popcorn sounds about as 
appealing as paste and besides, you ran 
out of hot chocolate last week. 
It 's about now that you s ta r t d reaming 
of Skiles' and Papa Fazool 's pizza, or of 
the Peking House and The Creperie, 
which also have take-outs . . . when 
they ' re open. That ' s right, it 's Sunday. No 
work, a day of r e s t . . . 
Little comfort as you sit there starving, 
eh? Nevertheless, it seems that all the 
decent sources of food have closed you out 
in this, your hour of need. 
Your choices are indeed limited, in 
quality as well as quantity. Until 10 p.m., 
there 's Wendy's; until 11 p.m., there 's BK. 
But french fr ies are the best they have to 
offer and the Kletz makes better F F s 
anyway. 
The Kletz also has a more nutritional 
selection of fast foods. But nutrition, at 
this point, is probably the last thing on 
your mind, and the late Sunday night 
munchies are usually satiated at 7-11 (the 
last resort for any self-respecting 
tastehud). . 
I can ' t conscientiously or tastefully 
close without offering some alternatives 
to the 7-11 route. If you 're in the market 
for a res taurant offering both late hours 
and decent take-out food on a Sunday 
night, check out Little Caesar ' s for pizza 
— a bit expensive, yes, but an infinite 
improvement over 7-11 s frozen replicas — 
and/or Up in Subs. 
Up in Subs I heartily recommend for 
anything from a 6-inch snack (ap-
proximately $1.49) to a 12-inch double 
meat feast ($3.89 tops) of perhaps ham. 
pepperoni, sausage, and bologna. The list 
of selections is voluminous, and other 
snack suggestions vary f rom spicy tacos 
or meatbal l sandwiches to a plain old 
turkey and swiss cheese on white. Hot or 
cold, with whatever condiments you like. 
Up in Subs offers tasteful t rea ts at 
palatable prices. 
Complaints received from Public Safety: 
Fire call — Columbia Cottage 
Disorderly conduct — Emersonian 
Vandalism — street light on 10th St. 
Vandalism — washe r /d rye r damage in 
Durfee and Phelps 
Assistance — placement of people into 
dorm 
Park ing — 12th St. Inner county bus line 
could not stop in designated area . 
Park ing — blocking snow removal 
Larceny - bike in Kollen 
Larceny — license plate f rom Physics-
Math Building parking lot 
Other — nuisance 
Vandalism — slashed t ire 
Vandalism — sta i r light smashed 
Other — noise between Emersonian and 
Arcadian Fra tern i t ies 
Vandalism — hole in wall by Student 
Congress headquar te r s in DeWitt 
Interested students came to listen and ask questions about the DeWitt Center 
renovation plans at a recent community hour, (photo by Lora Rector) 
^ » 
Breaking and entering — car in Siberia 
had radio, speakers, and hubcaps taken 
Breaking and entering — attempt in 
Siberia 
Suspicious person — Peale 
Assault — two students had a fight 
Vandalism — stem taken from auto tire 
Vandalism — beer bottle thrown through 
window-
Vandalism — exit sign in Kollen 
Other — harassing of operator 
Other — forgotten keys — kicked in the 
door 
Larceny — chair taken from DeWitt 
Assistance — drove someone to the 
hospital 
Other — gas taken from car 
Other — harassing of operators 
Suspicious persons — in Chapel 
Larceny — shovel from Hillegonds cot-
tage 
Larceny— battery f rom car in Siberia 
Park ing —Siberia 
Park ing —Brumler 
Drug law violation 
Larceny — 300 tickets for Pure Pra i r ie 
League concert f rom DeWitt 
Breaking and entering — admissions 
office — nothing missing 
Vandalism — Durfee 
Other — bike parked 
Other — broken fence 
Vandalism — broken window in Chapel 
Other — obscene phone call 
Suspicious person — window peeker in 
Dykstra 
Larceny — shovel from Steffens, assisted 
H.P.D. in ar res t 
Vandalism — broken window at Cen-
turian 
Other — upset about Peale lock-up 
Vandalism — candy machine in DeWitt 
Other — elevator stuck between floors in 
DeWitt 
Assault — fight between students 
Other — assisted H.P.D. in finding 
student 
Other — confused parent 
Other — mistaken identity 
Administration sets Greek rules o w CO 
by Kirk McMurray 
In the t ime since pledging last occurred 
at Hope, the Greek organizations have 
r e e v a l u a t e d and i n s t i t u t e d s o m e 
significant changes in the pledging 
process. As a result fraternit ies and 
sororities are joining the administrat ion 
in expressing a new optimism about 
pledging this year, a confidence that 
many of the problems of the past will not 
reappear . 
"There is a good feeling about what ' s 
been done," observed Dave Vanderwel, 
assoc ia te dean of s tudents . In te r 
Fra te rn i ty Council and Campus Life 
Board member Dave Rhem echoed this 
sentiment, adding the more desperate 
optimism of the Greeks. "Pledging has to 
change this year , " he said, "our heads 
are on the chopping block. Things can ' t 
change overnight, but we're trying our 
bes t ." 
Changes a re taking place. The most 
d ramat ic example of this is the new 
s ta tement on hazing and the Greek 
pledging guarantees recently adopted by 
the Campus Life Board. 
The new policy is the result of a 
cooperative effort between the Greeks 
and the administration. Pan-Hel and IFC 
worked to develop the new working 
definition of hazing. The adopted 
s ta tement reads: 
"Traditionally most of the concerns 
with pledging p rograms have centered 
around hazing. We will define hazing as 
any action or situation which recklessly 
or intentionally endangers mental or 
physical health, violates an individual's 
rights, or subjects an individual to 
harassment or humiliation for the pur-
pose of initiation into or affiliation with 
any organization. If a violation of an 
above concern occurs, the offending 
organization shall be responsible for 
defending its actions before the ap-
propriate college authori t ies ." 
Vanderwel sees the new pledging 
guarantees as positive. " I don't believe a 
pledge has to earn his way in, but he must 
Lecturer at Wichers 
L a r r y Rasmussen , the Dan fo r th 
Lecturer , will speak Thursday, March 5, 
in Wichers Auditorium. His talk, entitled 
"The God Wrestle: Energy, Economics, 
and Ethics in the BO's", is supported by 
the Religion Department . 
Grant 
announced 
The National Science Foundation has 
announced a grant of $13,200 to the Hope 
chemistry depar tment to support an 
undergradua te research project next 
summer . 
The award will support six un-
dergradua te students in basic chemical 
research, according to Rodney F. Boyer, 
associate professor of chemistry and 
director for the grant . "Par t i c ipan t s 
selected for the program will have the 
opportunity to work on a collaborative 
basis with faculty members in organic 
synthesis, neurochemistry, laser spec-
t roscopy, env i ronmenta l chemis t ry , 
p h o t o c h e m i s t r y and b io - inorgan ic 
chemis t ry , " said Boyer. 
The students will ca r ry out research 
activities on the Hope campus on a full-
time basis for a 10- to 12-week period 
during the summer . 
Resumes 
wanted 
The Student Communications Media 
Committee is now receiving applications 
for next year s editorships of the anchor, 
Milestone, and OPUS. For all three 
positions, the qualifications include high 
interest and strong leadership ability, a s 
well as some pertinent experience and a 
willingness to give t ime to the job. 
Specific qualifications are described in 
the yellow flyers posted on campus 
bulletin boards. Interested persons 
should submit a letter of application and a 
resume to the Student Communications 
Media Committee. The letter should cite 
reasons for applying and should indicate 
the appl icant ' s abilities for carrying out 
the assigned responsibilities. 
For fur ther information, or to turn in an 
application, interested students should 
see Jane Harrington in Lubbers 306. The 
deadline is Monday, March 16. 
Rasmussen, a young scholar working in 
the area of Christian Social Ethics, is 
presently teaching at Wesley Theological 
Seminary. 
Rasmussen received his B.A. f rom St. 
Olaf College in 1961, his B.D. f rom Luther 
Theological Seminary in 1965, and his 
Th.D. f rom Union Theological Seminary 
in 1970.He has written a number of ar -
ticles and reviews, as well as some books. 
The Danforth annual lecture program 
was established by the Danforth Foun-
dation, St. Louis, Missouri. It was 
established "to deepen and enlarge the 
religious dimension of the campus family 
through speakers who can reflect on the 
broad, interdenominational and yet 
positive sense of the Judaeo-Chrietian 
perspectives of life and existence." 
In addition to delivering the public 
lecture, Rasmussen will address a faculty 
group Thursday evening and a gathering 




by S. Van Eyl 
All-campus events such as the Pull and 
Nykerk generate much student par-
ticipation. A recent, unscheduled event in 
which practically the entire student body 
took part was the bout with the Bangkok 
flu. Because of the flu 's viral nature, 
antibiotics did not aid the contestants ' 
fighting ability. 
In lieu of anything better, contestants 
resorted to aspirin, fluids, and rest. The 
event reached its peak (or was it low 
point?) the first week of February , when 
the Health Clinic reported over a hundred 
badly-routed part ic ipants per day for 
three consecutive days. Those who did not 
part ic ipate were declared winners. • 
integrate himself into the organization. 
The guarantees allow tha t . " Developed 
by IFC, Pan-Hel and the Greek 
organizations' presidents, the pledging • 
guarantees were adopted, following 
amendments , by the Campus Life Board, 
Feb. 5. The guarantees a re : 
1. Each pledge shall be givin a 
minimum of three hours undisturbed 
study t ime daily, Sunday through 
Thursday, prior to 11:30 p.m. 
2. Each pledge will have six hours for 
undisturbed sleep, between 10 p.m. and 8 
a.m., Sunday through Thursday. 
3. No activities will prevent pledges 
from attending class. 
4. No unauthorized pledging activities 
will take place in academic buildings, 
public a reas on campus, dining areas , or 
residence halls (other than in designated 
fraterni ty or sorority a reas ) . 
5. Pledging activities will not disrupt or 
i n t e r f e r e wi th m e m b e r s of the 
surrounding community. 
6. P ledges will not be required to be 
subjected to paddling. 
7. Pledges will not consume alcohol, 
drugs, or unusual food or beverages as a 
part of a pledging activity. 
8. We will not have harmful substances 
thrown at , poured on, or otherwise ap-
plied to the bodies of pledges. 
9. No rides, kidnaps, of abandonments 
will be conducted in a manner that en-
dangers the health or safety of a pledge or 
active. 
10. Quests should be limited to activities 
which the organization will be able to 
justify as meaningful . ^ 
11. Violations of college policies or legal W 
statutes will not be permit ted in the ^ 
pledging program. ^ 
12. Our activities will be designed to 
protect the property of independents, the 
College, and other organizations. P 
13. Any blitzes which occur will not g 
cause damage to College or personal ^ 
property, affect non-willing part icipants , 
or prompt heal th/safety concerns, and 
will be cleaned up on the s a m e day by the 
organization. 
14. All pledges will be made a w a r e of 
their right to terminate their connection 
with the respective organization at any 
time. 
Despi te the genera l ly opt imist ic 
outlook s temming from these guarantees . 
Campus Life Board member Lora Rector 
remained skeptical. "If people follow the 
rules and use common sense ," she said, 
"pledging could change for the better , but 
I think the rules will get bent. I 've got a 
wait-and-see at t i tude." 
Optimism aside, the pledging process is 
under close scrutiny this year and the 
ability of the newly instituted guarantees 
to affect change won't be known until the 
process is completed early in March. 
Wmmmm 
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Beth Pershing, Al Smith and Linda Flanagan enjoy warmer tempera tures while they 
impatiently await some real spring weather , (photo by Lora Rector) 
THE CRAZY HORSE SALOON 
200 E. 8th St. 
Serving American & Mexican Food 
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Guitars - Banjos 
Mandolins And Fiddles 
String Instruments 
Construction Repairs 
23 E. 8th St. 
Holland 
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The renovation plans for the 
DeWitt Center have come to be 
one of the most controversial 
issues on campus in recent 
college history. TTiis is evidenced 
by the circulation of a petition as 
wiflv. 
sgn 
over coffee in the Kletz or over 
well as by many ne| aauve words 
spoken by disgruntled students 
dinner at Saga. 
Administrators cite the 
problem as a lack of com-
V . 
munication. Perhaps they do 
have a valid argument. It is 
obvious that many students are 
not aware of exactly what 
changes are being planned; and 
many others who do know what is 
taking place strongly disagree 
with the present scheme. 
However, not only do these 
people dissent over the plan; 
some also wish to express their 
opinion. Yet, how do they voice 
Unfortunately, many are 
unaware that a committee has 
been formed by Student Congress 
to work with the architects who 
are laboring over future 
possibilities for the student 
center. Fortunately, each 
student knows who his student 
representative Is, the person who 
can act as liaison between him 
and the proper people to speak to. 
Or does he know his represen-
tative? It Is possible ana even 
probable that there are 
numerous men and women on 
this campus who do not know 
their link between themselves 
and the Congress. 
Whose fault Is this? The an-
swer would have to be both the 
student's and the represen-
tative's. Obviously It Is the 
student's fault for not taking 
more careful note of the lists 
placed in strategic places on 
campus. If election results were 
not seen, he should have con-
tacted someone who would know 
such information... yet the 
fault cannot He totally with him. 
People on the Congress should 
try to establish some com-
munication between themselves 
and the constituents who put 
them in office. A letter might be 
one means, yet this raises 
another query. Just why were 
students elected to their present 
position? Was It because of their 
superior knowledge or the way 
they handled the issues or was it 
for sheer popularity? 
If the latter should be true, how 
Is a student to know whether he is 
being represented fairly? He can 
read the minutes of the ol-weekly 
meetings, one student within the 
organization suggested. Yet are 
these the important points being 
discussed by the Congress? 
The Important Issues are those 
being discussed behind closed 
doors In committee meetings. If 
the minutes for these have oeen 
posted they have been hung In 
discrete places. Even If they 
have been made available to the 
public, minutes do not provide an 
explanation of who voted how, 
How then are students to know 
their representatives are doing 
their job adequately? 
At this time It Is more lm-




Still on categorizing 
This letter 18 being written in response 
to the letters in past weeks' anchors that 
dealt with feminism and sexism. 
I felt that the ar t ic le "Categorizing, for 
men, most ly" was a well written and 
amusing article. I 'm sure that Bruce 
Tanis meant only to amuse Hope students 
iow how their delegates feel 
The DeWl.. 
Center does symbolize a serfous 
about some Issues. itt




situation and the role which 
Student Congress plays within 
the current process is not totally 
clear. What Is clear Is that the 
communication channels bet-
ween the Student Congress and 
the students they represent must 
be made more effective, If the 
problem of the renovation is to be 
successfullv solved. 
Columbia destroyed by progress 
Progress flows down an indefinable, 
unchar table course; changes heralded 
under its banner a r e not always real 
progress. A case in point is the plan 
calling for the destruction of Columbia 
Cottage, a building with a great deal of 
charac ter . 
With its high ceilings, tall windows, 
semi-open s ta i rcase , and a floor plan 
which suggests a more simple time than 
do "c lus te rs" and "E-wings ," Columbia 
s tands out with a cha rm all its own. It is 
the type of residence hall that many of us 
envisioned when we chose to attend a 
^small , pr ivate college in the Midwest ." 
Van Vleck has that charm, as does 
Voorhees. The restoration of each of those 
buildings was the only choice possible — 
as it is now for Columbia. It is interesting 
to note that Van Vleck and Voorhees were 
both restored with the intent of housing 
women, but Columbia Cot tage — 
traditionally a m e n s hall — stands to be 
demolished. 
Just another case of the sexist at t i tudes 
of the administrat ion, I guess. (Sexist 
att i tudes can go either way.) 
The p roposed " e a r t h - s h e l t e r e d " 
building (is that like an underground 
building?) could be made smal ler than is 
currently planned so that Columbia may 
live. If Columbia seems like an eyesore to 
some, as compared to the top of an 
"ear th-shel te red" building, I humbly 
suggest a light-colored coat of paint and a 
nice wood tr im, as Van Vleck was given 
during its renaissance. This plan would 
preserve a n important presence on 
campus, and still leave room for a more 
e n e r g y - e f f i c i e n t M e a r t h - s h e l t e r e d M 
building. Progress will continue to flow; 
the campus will have the facilities It 
needs, without sacrificing a vital part of 
it. 
From afa r , 
Randy Durband 
P S. A possibility for the name of the 
underground building: "Mount St. Helens 
Hall ." 
v . ' V ^ . \ \ V < i 1« 
and did not mean to intentionally degrade 
Hope women. 
This art icle did not offend me in the 
least — in fact, I got a good laugh from it. 
Maybe the ar t icle was so funny because 
most of the categories were fairly 
realistic ones. 
P l ease do not feel that I a m against 
equal rights for women, because I 'm not 
— I've marched in my sha re of feminist 
demonstrations, the last being an anti-
pornography one in Times Square, 
N.Y.C., which was organized to fight 
against sexist views in pornographic 
films. 
I believe that women should be t r ea t ed 
equally with men, and yet I found Mr. 
Sexism funny? 
This letter is in re ference to the many 
art icles in the anchor, and to the multiple 
conversations on our campus , which, I 
believe, were ignited by Mr, Tanis ' a r -
ticle "Categorizing, for men, mostly," 
I would like to take this opportunity to 
add to this collection. It was mentioned in 
the last anchor that the "g i r l s " of this 
c ampus (I personally prefer "women" ) 
should a s sume a sense of humor and if 
this is not possible to retal iate with a n 
art icle s imilar to Mr. Tanis" on the 
character is t ics of men. 
In response to the lat ter , one of the 
goals of feminists is to a l ter relations 
between men and women and replace the 
"wa r between the s exes" with mutual 
fr iendship and respect . We a r e striving to 
give all humans , men and women alike, a 
sense of human worth. 
As for having a sense of humor I must 
ask, if the s a m e art icle was writ ten about 
blacks would the s a m e sense of humor be 
requested? HOmor is Important to defuse 
hostility — but in this case, sensitivity, 
not humor, is the quality needed. 
Becky Goldberg 
Tanis ' art icle to be quite amusing. Maybe 
this is because I did not see myself in any 
of the various categories mentioned Is 
this what got you so upset? 
Equal rights for women will continue to 
be a ma jo r issue in the 80s, and Hope 
women may find themselves a part of this 
issue. But, Hope women, how many of you 
voted for President Reagan in the last 
election? 
If you 're so hyped up on equal rights, 
you must realize that Reagan is totally 
against it. If an ar t icle meant to be 
amusing gets your dander up because it 
was so sexist, then why didn't you fight 
for your beliefs in the 1980 election' ' 
Susan L Latham 
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DeWitt ain't what it used to be 
After reflecting upon the proposed i also feel sorry for those a lumni who as of the proposed underground building? 
"renovat ion" of the DeWitt Student and students worked so diligently to get their The only reason I could see against this is 
Cultural Center, the r ape of the Hope own building, Instead of being located in that an underground building is "neat , .. . . 
s tudents and those a lumni who as the basement of Van Raal te under the and is more energy efficient. 1 ^ h S 
students strove to m a k e the student a d m i n i s t r a t i o n o f f i c e s . A f t e r t h e I a m very much in favor of energy reviewing 
center a reality becomes blatantly ob- proposed administrat ion " t akeover" of conservation (the loss due to single doors book in tast w e e k s onchor. However I 
vious. Instead of having the aesthetically DeWitt, the students will again be in the in the Kletz has been outrageous), but I a m a h t t t e d i s t r e ^ b ^ n w and Barb s 
nfoatant ^fmnKnhpro of the Kletz and basement under the administrat ion. think the small loss due t o f t w B i U m o t h s r sugjBBtiOD tfast All Hope nuites ch&nge 
other past facilities such a s the ballroom, How ironic! And a s an additional slap in story to the underground building is little their names. Certain confusion wiUresuh 




pool tables, and bowling alley, Hope 
students will have only a Kletz and a 
small study room (with skylights of 
course) . 
. The new Kletz would be bigger, con-
taining the unused patio and old 
recreat ion room, but it is not equivalent 
to the other facilities lost. It will obviously 
not be large enough for dances, which in 
the past were crowded enough with 
stucjents spread throughout the building 
using the ballroom, Kletz, and Pit . 
This will cause grea t inconveniences to 
SAC, who will be forever searching for 
a l te rna te locations for dances (not to 
mention the increased ticket prices for 
s tudents) . This new Kletz would also not 
be able to serve the mult i tude of functions 
once served by the Ballroom, Kletz, and 
Pi t : coffeehouses, classes, banquets and 
study facilities. This is sad indeed. 
be in offices where the Kletz is now logic of this move. . when the prof calls on Skip. Additionally, 
1 ( ) C a t e d I say that adding another story is a s the "Handbook" points out on page 19, 
There is yet another irony. As a Hope logical because it seems wiser to use the Skips are to be Moutdoorsy, suntanned, 
senior I a m required to take an I.D.S. money to make more space than to and always on the winning t eam." 
course such as "Eth ics in Modern clutter up an existing aesthetically Besides, somehow "Mar t i n " str ikes me 
Society," "Science and the Christian pleasing building, thereby making it an as the preppy name . . . 




Anerican Culture," or "Business and 
Eth ics" (in which I am presently 
enrolled). While we a r e learning about 
moral values and atti tudes, a proposal to 
take away our Student and Cultural 
Center (which it cannot be so named with 
those changes) is provisionally passed by 
the Board before we a re even asked for 
our views! 
(continued on p. 9) Brian "Skip" Schipper 
Remembering Malcolm X 
by Zahra Tavakoli eyes even more . . . I have eaten f rom the 
He was born in 1925 in Omaha. His s a m e plate with people whose eyes were 
fa ther died when he was six years old. In the bluest of blue, whose hair was the 
1940 when he w a s just 15 years old, he blondest of blond and the skin was the 
There will be a good deal of money moved to Boston to live with his sister and darkest of dark . . . and I felt sincerity in 
spent to floor over the Kletz and add he got involved with many things. But this the words and deeds of these Muslims 
manv walls carpet ing etc., needed for is the law of nature, "That every criminal that I felt among the African Muslims of 
offices. Why not use this money to house must be waiting for d isgrace ." During his Nigeria Sudan and Ghana. Without any 
^ 4 # • At f I J . . l-v I o i l \ i * O C S T i l D t n A 1 1 Q r l 
Deprivation of study 
doubt, all praise was due to Allah." 
And finally that day arrived. In 
February 1965, he was killed because of 
his f ighting for f r eedom, jus t ice , 
monotheism and equality. All Black 
Muslims were shocked and affl icted; as 
the administration in another floor on top t ime in the prison he heard about Islam 
from his pr isonmate El i jah Mohammad 
(the Black Musl ims ' leader ) . » 
After he was released f rom the prison 
he s tayed in contact with El i jah and af ter 
Students like to study in many different places a re being used cannot. ^ i S F ld r idce Cleaver said "Althoueh I hear 
environments Hope offers, or did offer , a Students who study in the Alley, a changed his named f rom Malcolm Little E l d n ^ Cleaver said Althougn i i ^ r 
variety of a tmospheres available for relatively quiet a tmosphere, can move to to Malcolm X. He became very popular it blared over the radio c o r a ^ U y a d 
student use Besides the dorm room, ay other study place on campus , but what among Black Muslims. In 1953 he was the read about it in all the newspapers days 
m o id a S n c l u d e : a L l l l J i h o prefer t h . KteO? Even mUM minfeler * a mm* to De.roll passed 
the Kletz the catwalk above the Kletz, though 1 can study in other places when and when El i jah traveled to Mecca he to reject the fact of Malcolm s d e a . 
the hallway outside the thea t re balcony, the Kletz is not available, I fail to study was ^ s ^ i b l e for the Muslim people in We ai ready ^ Z V 
! L r s x " 0 1 "* i "' i u s , m e "' 1 0 ' n e w B r s r s « » p r e . . . . . . - » = 1 s . s 
S " tell s tudy If, on the olher hand, other a r e a s w e r e fieultles between hint and ELijah t rnlh «11 trlnniph and p r e , a . I m d his 
lounges. available for organizational use. the Kletz Maleolm s j o r a t e d himself f r « n E l „ a h 
f ree and be used for 
him as he said, "Never have I witnessed 
such sincere hospitality and the over-
whelming spirit of t rue brotherhood as is 
pract iced by people of all colors and races 
For students prefer r ing quiet at- could remain 
mospheres, the l ibraries, the Alley and studying. 
classrooms, when not being used, and the Since administrat ion offices have 
study lounges a r e avai lable. For those moved into these a r ea s and intend to 
preferr ing, shall we say, a more vibrant remain, the Kletz serves as the only a r ea 
a tmosphere , only the Kletz, and other a v a i l a b l e f o r u s e by v a r i o u s 
a r e a s in the DeWitt Student and Cultural organizations, depriving students of a 
C e n t e r , a n d t he dorm room are available, place to study. The al ternat ive is to - • u , t 
1 do a great deal of studying in the Kletz return these a reas now occupied by ad- here in this Ancient * ^ n d ' ^ 
jnd DeWitt ministration offices to their original of Abraham, Muhammed. and all the 
When these a r ea s a r e being used by purposes. o the rprophe t so f j h e H d y J " 
various organizations, not only is it Th is would allow enough space to serve a tetter sent b a ^ v I q h L i J 
discouraging for those desiring to study, organizations and provide adequa te study Holy Land, Malcolm X had s ta ted, 
but disappointing because the a l ternat ive a r ea s for students a s well. I understand "You may be shocked by these words 
of providing additional space for student the burden the administrat ion holds due coming from me, but I have always been 
use seems to have been ignored by the to the f i re that destroyed their fo rmer a man who tries to f ace facts and to ac-
adminis t rat ion occupancy, but to remain in temporary cept the reality of life a s new experience 
T w o a r e a s of m a j o r concern a r e the spaces permanent ly is denying the a n d knowledge unfold it. The experiences 
Kletz and Alley, both housed in DeWitt students of their rightful property! 
S t u d e n t a n d C u l t u r a l C e n t e r . I 'm su re many will agree that the 
O r g a n i z a t i o n s such as Student Congress, amount of Kletz-type study space is 
SAC, the Black Coalition and OPUS use limited and will remain so until enough 
these two a r ea s extensively ; however, voice their concern. 
s tudents desiring to study while these Pau l Avedisian 
in April of 1963. opposed him lied, to that extent will their 
He w a s very anxious to know about names become curses, because "Truth 
orthodox Muslims so he made a trip to crushed to ear th shall rise aga in ." 
Mecca. That w a s a g rea t experience for 
of this pi lgrimage have taught m e much 
:»nH hnnr in the Hnlv Land r^npne mv 
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Student organization left in cold 
It has become very evident the student 
organizations a re being left out in the cold 
in the proposed DeWitt project . 
We ag ree adminis t ra t ive space is 
m a n d a t o r y ; h o w e v e r , s t u d e n t 
organizations a r e f i rs t priority in the 
s tudent building. All student offices 
belong in the building. Last week, Dean 
Gerr ie was explaining to s tudents at 
Phelps all student offices a re currently in 
the building and would be left alone. This 
was a gross miss ta tement . 
The largest s tudent organization on 
campus is WTAS, with a staff larger in 
size, I think, than Milestone, Opus, onchor 
and SAC combined. We have 49 people. 
It is crucial for the survival of the radio 
station that it be located in close 
proximity to both SAC and the onchor. 
Please cooperate with the s tudents in 
the ma t t e r of putting the location of 
student offices , f i rs t a s the number one 
priority of the DeWitt expansion project . 
Riqh Kennedy 
P rogram Director WTAS AM/FM cable 
Pregnant ? 
and m didn't h you  r want to be? 
CONFIDENTIAL HELP 
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The first week in March will bring 
opportunities for learning about the 
problem of World Hunger, as planned by 
Hope's World Hunger Committee. 
Community hour and chapel speakers 
will offer information on global and local 
hunger problems. Friday evening and 
Saturday morning. Pete Semeyn will le^d 
a seminar which will describe the issue 
and prescribe effective responses for its 
alleviation. Also, students on a meal plan 
may choose to fast on Friday and have 
Saga forward unused meal money to the 
World Hunger Group for distribution to 
hungry people. 
There is a growing concern on the Hope 
campus for the needs of the hungry. In 
addition to planning the World Hunger 
Week, many students are meeting for a 
weekly Bible study, discussing Biblical 
perspectives on hunger and poverty as 
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This leads one to consider, "What is 
behind this recent outbreak of (relative) 
social act ivism?" 
Certainly the problem of world hunger 
is difficult to ignore. Even in the most 
affluent neighborhoods, bloated-bellied 
figures cry out from Zenith Delux II 
television consoles. Mass media tran-
sports starving Cambodians into the 
pages of our newspapers and magazines. 
And vigilant speakers, such as Anthony 
Campolo, infiltrate even the most con-
servative liberal arts colleges. Exposure 
has made an impact, and has prompted 
many Hopeites to seek out a clear 
awareness of the world hunger problem. 
And that new awareness, I believe, has 
led to a re-examination of the theological 
bases justifying, or condemning, our 
actions toward hungry people. Christians 
can comfortably quote Christ's response, 
that " . . . The poor will always be with 
you (Mark 14:7), yet often find it more 
difficult to duplicate his behavior, 
ministering to the spiritual and bodily-
needs of the poor. It is easy for the rich to 
consider themselves more deserving of 
God's favor. Yet. scripture poses a 
contradiction: 
For it is by grace you have been 
saved, through faith — and this is not of 
yourselves, it is the gift of God - not by 
works, so that no one can boast. For we 
are God's workmanship, created in 
Christ Jesus to do good works, which 
God prepared in advance for us to do 
(Eph. 2:8-10) 
Perhaps another factor is prompting a 
new awareness toward world hunger; an 
awareness that students are people In 
contrast to the " M E " emphasis of the 
later 1970s, many students are realizing 
that their college years may be a time of 
doing more than studying and getting 
good grades. Instead of waiting until 
secure in a top-dollar occupation (thereby 
capable of contributing a hefty tithe 
toward hunger concerns), students are 
anxious to do what they can — NOW — as 
part of a life-long concern for the needs of 
others. 
Many students are on a "carefu l" 
budget, but are willing to fast for a day. 
diverting their food service money to 
world hunger concerns. Many are 
discovering that college years are 
"formative" years — years in which 
values and lifestyles take shape. 
"Living" is now, and giving is now. 
Jane Terpstra 
by Don Luidens 
faculty advisor to the International 
Relations Club 
At a recent International Relations 
Club meeting, the members talked about 
the cultural shocks they had experienced 
when they first arrived in countries other 
than their own. I thought it would be in-
teresting (instructive?) to share some of 
the reactions of international students to 
their initial encounters with Hope and 
Holland and the United States. 
An issue of considerable concern to 
many international students was the 
attitude which many Hope students had 
about "religion." Several of them 
commented that they had been actively 
recruited by American peers to join local 
congregations (several students said that 
one of the first questions they were asked 
by American students was "What church 
do you belong to?") ; when they indicated 
that their religion was not Protestant, 
many international students found that 
the American "Christians" rejected them 
as friends. 
As one international student put it: 
"Hope students seem to have a very 
narrow sense of religion." Another felt 
that for many Hope students religion was 
an exercise in tradition, rather than an 
inner source of meaning and motivation. 
As a result, he felt, Hope students could 
not accept (or easily comprehend) that a 
non-Protestant religious perspective 
could be a very meaningful and fulfilling 
one. 
This concern was echoed by still 
another international student who said 
that denominational loyalty (Are you a 
Methodist? Chr is t ian ^Reformed?) 
seemed to be of greater importance to 
Hope students than the fact that someone 
was a believer. This general issue was 
especially frustrating to some in-
ternational students who would like 
American students to know more about 
non-Protestant belief and ritual systems 
The matter of "loyalty" extended 
beyond the church to include ethnic 
groupings. One • international student 
indicated that when she first experienced 
discrimination from her peers at Hope, 
she assumed it was because she was non-
American. However, she soon learned 
that "if you're not Dutch, you're not 
much!" That cliche (which, it is sad to 
note, was known and "experienced" by 
every international student who had been 
at Hope for more than a semester) in-
cluded other non-Dutch whites as well as 
American minority students as part of the 
"not much" category. 
An issue that engendered some debate 
among international students had to do 
with " f reedom" in America. At first some 
argued that there was more basic 
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"freedom ' here than in other countries 
others argued that there really was not 
much freedom in America. Interestingly 
general consensus was arrived at along 
these lines: in terms of interpersonal 
re la t ionships (between males and 
females, between students and in-
structors, between parents and children) 
there was felt to be considerable 
" f r e e d o m " to m a k e and break 
relationships and to redefine them. In 
some instances this was perceived as 
"good" (especially in relationships 
between s t u d e n t s and t eachers ) ; 
however, it was often seen as "bad ' 
(male-female relationships often ap-
peared to be shallow and American 
family treatment of older relatives was 
felt to be callous). 
On the other hand, there was general 
agreement that "political freedom" m 
America was largely a media myth 
International students pointed to the 
genera l lack of a w a r e n e s s thai 
Americans , including many Hope 
students, had of national and in-
ternational matters. They ielt that this 
reflected a conscioas "control of m 
formation ' (i.e. a distortion of the 
freedom to know) which was exercised fn 
the news media, whose motives were 
suspect because they were all big 
businesses, and which was not challenged 
by the American people, who didn't want 
to be bothered with questions of truth 
Furthermore, when political dissension 
of various forms has arisen in America -
for instance, from the right-wing Ku Klux 
Klan or the left-wing Communists — our 
nation's reaction often (some would say 
always) has been a suppressive one. 
frequently with the use of force, rather 
than one which used reason and dialogue 
This criticism of America's lack of 
"political" freedom was a poignant one 
for all who spoke and all who listened 
Many of the international students ex-
pressed considerable sadness while they 
made this criticism. Before coming to 
America, many had envisioned a nation 
where all viewpoints were actively sought 
and thoughtfully considered. They were 
doubly disappointed with what they found 
in America because their expectations 
had been so high. 
Was there nothing that the in 
ternational students could endorse about 
America? About Hope9 Several things 
met with their approval. They did ap-
preciate the relative honesty of "Mid-
westerners." One student put it this way: 
"Mid westerners are generally v e n 
honest, and they are also much less 
shrewd than other Americans." They 
appreciated the relative safety of the 
streets of Holland. They were especially 
pleased with the open and free 
relationships they had been able to 
develop at Hope with some students 
(mostly other international students) and 
faculty members. And they felt great 
hope that, because of the diversity of 
melting-pot America and because we 
espouse a political philosophy of 
" f reedom," we as a nation would be able 
to change and adapt to the new demands 
of a world-wide perspective. 
Interesting? Perhaps. Instructive0 I 
hope so. 
*17.75 
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by Leslie Ortquist . 
In the 1980-81 Hope Catalog, pages 110 
and i l l , one finds a s u m m a r y of the 
AMC/GLCA Newberry Library P r o g r a m 
in the Humanities. The description reads 
"a privately endowed research l ibrary 
located on Chicago's near north s ide ." It 
offers a program which "enables 
students and faculty to tap the ex-
t raordinary rich resources of the 
Newberry . . . " including "over one 
million vo lumes a n d six mil l ion 
manuscr ipts which comprise its s trong 
general collection of Western history and 
the humanities f rom the Middle Ages to 
the early twentieth cen tury ." 
Although Hope has had access to the 
Newberry for years , never has any 
student or faculty member taken ad-
vantage of it. Next fall 's program will see 
Hope's first involvement, a s Susan Mc-
Carthy, assistant professor of French, 
will take her sabbat ical leave to direct 
and pa r t i c i pa t e in the Newber ry 
program. 
McCarthy will lead a fall student 
seminar , devoting most of her t ime to 
group sessions and to individual work 
with students on their theses. Also, she 
will be able to take advantage of the 
N e w b e r r y ' s holdings for persona l 
research in li terary history. 
F o r Hope s t u d e n t s a n d o the r 
AMC/GLCA students, the Newberry 
program provides an opportunity lor 
in tense , focused i n t e r d i s c i p l i n a r y 
research in the humanit ies. Students in 
m a n y a r e a s , p a r t i c u l a r l y his tory, 
political science, economics, a r t history, 
English, languages, and sociology, may 
find this yea r ' s p rogram interesting and 
rewarding. on outstanding intelligence. Pe rhaps p u r s u e a s i n g l e i n t e r e s t in depth sans the 
"Cycles of Change: The Concept of most importantly, s tudents need to be distraction of other courses or 
Revolution in History, Politics, Art, and flexible and imaginat ive in order to ac- t r acur r icu la r activities. _ 
L i te ra tu re" is the topic for the 1981 fall comodate a highly interdisciplinary Various cul tural events , the Art In-
seminar . The semes te r will be divided course of study. sti tute, an a r r a y of res tauran ts , t h e a t r ^ , 
into stages. During the first f ive to six The interdisciplinary na ture of the shops, and otfier diversions a r e readily 
weeks, 25 selected students will meet Newberry program is a ma jo r emphasis , available. Aside f rom exposure to a big 
regularly in seminars with the teaching One broadens his perspect ive using as a city, s tudents have an opportunity to 
fellows, McCarthy and Pe t e r Weisensel, vehicle one par t icular topic. By stepping interact with s tudents f rom 23 to 24 other 
an historian f rom Macales ter College, to back f a r f rom his field, an individual may colleges. 
discuss read ings concerning many examine the assumptions it embodies. On the pract ical side, the cost is ap-
aspects of revolution. Concurrently, each Many students who have part ic ipated proximately the s a m e as spending a 
student will begin to pinpoint a topic of in the Newberry semes te r say they have semes te r at Hope. Housing for the 
interest, strictly or loosely related to the found, in retrospect , that they think program is provided; students will live in 
seminar theme. Once a topic is chosen, differently than before. They claim to furnished apa r tmen t s , probably with 
students will devote complete attention to find themselves capable of broader, c o o k i n g facilities. Monthly, students will 
research under the guidance of McCarthy deeper, more sophisticated thinking, be given a t ransportat ion subsidy to 
and Weisensel. Beyond the d e m a n d s of an in- buffer the high cost of t ransportat ion in 
Although the topics will be narrowed to terdisciplinary emphasis , within ap- Chicago. There is some par t - t ime em-
allow for focused research , s tudents will proximately two weeks, students reach ployment avai lable at the Newberry, 
be encouraged to challenge each other 's the depths of research which they have Recommended credit awarded for the 
thinking in an a t t empt to expand a previously reached in an ent ire semester p rogram is 16 credit hours; grading is 
possibly narrow perception of a topic to college course. With a couple of months of negotiated in consultation with the 
an interdisciplinary scope. To provide research ahead, a student many find this student s faculty advisor. Applications 
some s t ruc ture and short- term goals, more than a bit awesome. <due April l ) and fu r the r information 
several deadlines will be set for a thesis However, f rom another perspective, concerning the Newberry p rogram a r e 
s ta tement , outline, and rough d ra f t the p rogram provides the liberty to avai lable in Graves 202. 
before the final paper is due. 
A semes te r of intense interdisciplinary 
research and study would not be 
desirable or feasible for everyone. 
However, personal character is t ics which 
would aid a student interested in par-
ticipating might include a fairly high 
degree of independence, self-discipline, 
motivation, enthusiasm and the desire to 
work hard and follow through on a large, 
intensive project. 
Any interested student may apply ; and, 
although ,one should be bright, ac-
ceptance is not based solely on g rades or 
SAC shows golden oldies 
by Timothy Shaffer 
Remember the good old movies f rom 
t h o s e h a l c y o n d a y s of 
yes teryear . . . where guy meets girl, 
Donald O'Connor, as Kelly's sidekick 
Cosmo Brown, dances his way into 
c inema history with the rousing slapstick 
number "Make Me Laugh." Kelly, 
hair design 
ROOM 
399-9570 1130 Ottawa Beach 
they fall in love, they face seemingly O'Connor, and Reynolds all cut a m e a n 
insu rmountab le c i r c u m s t a n c e s , but rug in "Moses ," but Kelly unquestionably 
overcome them and live happily ever steals the show with his wet weather 
a f t e r? antics during the title song. 
Well, they may not be making those " T h e King and I , " released in 1957, 
kinds of movies anymore , but Hope's s ta rs Yul Brynner and Deborah Kerr in 
Student Act ivi t ies C o m m i t t e e h a s the title roles of the movie adaptat ion of 
reached back into the past and pulled out Margare t Landon's "Anna and the King 
a couple of the all-time classics, "Singin' of S i am." Containing some ot the best-
in the Ra in" and "The King and I , " to be loved songs of American musical theater , 
shown this weekend, Feb. 27-28, a s a such as "Shall We D a n c e ? " and " I 
double fea ture . Hope students, however. Whistle a Happy Tune , " "The King and 
will still pay the good old-time price of I " dr ips with the lavish production of 
one dollar. The lights will go down for post-World War II Hollywood. Brynner ' s 
"Singin' in the Ra in" at 7:30 p.m. in performance is majes t ic , in the words of 
Graves Hall in Winant 's Auditorium and New York Times critic Bosley Crowther 
for "The King and I " a t approximately "so utterly virile and commanding that 
9:30 p .m. he takes command of the role . . . If you 
"Singin' in the R a i n , " made in 1952, don't go to see this one, you will be 
s ta rs Gene Kelly, Donald O'Connor, missing a grand and wonderful thing." 
Debbie Reynolds and Jean Hagen as four Musical comedy, the type represented 
would-be movie s t a r s in Hollywood at the by "Singin' in the R a i n " and "The King 
inception of the talking picture. Kelly, a s and I , " is a uniquely American form of 
Don Lockwood, plays a silent film s ta r enter ta inment . These two movies cap ture 
stuck with a warbly-voiced leading lady the essence of that genre. If you don't go 
iHagen) , while wooing a golden-throated to see them, you truly will be missing a 
newcomer (Reynolds) on the side. grand and wonderful thing. 
P a p a F a z o o F s I t a l i a n 
R l s t o r a n t e & 
P i z z a W o r k s 
396-1407 
Sliou Papa your Hop*' (.oll(>f*v M). 
iM'lHecn noH and Feb. 2llih and 
• Save #1.00 on our DinnerM, 
Smidwiehe*. Salad Bar, 
and our 
7 7 i : . N t h S t r e e t 
Across from the Ilollaiul Theatre 
by Dan Rutt share. For §3m)ple, the 
What is hunger? Is it missing breakfast America us© more energy 
at Saga because of sleeping too late? Is it 
mother telling her children that there 
W eek announced 
a 
won't be any food today? Or is it children 
dead in the gutter with their stomachs 
stuffed full of dirt and roots? Whatever 
hunger is to us, it is the greatest problem 
the human race is faced with; not one of 
the greatest problems, the greatest 
problem! 
More than a billion, perhaps as many as 
two billion, people in our world are suf-
fering from hunger. Not 52, Not a million. 
Not 10 million. Not 500 million, But over a 
thousand million human beings are not 
getting enough food to eat. World hunger 
is a reality, 
There is enough food to feed everybody, 
yet hundreds of millions of people are 
hungry; why? We are wasteful people, 
and in order for us to live in luxury and 
waste our world's resources many more 
must give up their necessities and die in 
poverty. For example, we, the rich 
nations, feed more grain to our livestock 
than the 1.4 billion people of China and 
India, eat directly. We must ask our-
selves, what are our priorities? 
In addition, we consume phenomenal 
amounts of energy, far beyond our fair 
people of 
in running 
their air conditioners alone than China's 
800 million people use for all purposes. 
Think about it; and then consider that 
they have over three times as many 
people as we do. 
Astonishingly enough, this is trivial 
when compared with the awsome impact 
on the poor of the United States military 
spending. P res iden t Dwight D, 
Eisenhower, formerly a general, sum 
have they got to lose? 
Let us return all that does not rightly 
belong to tu and we will hav« only friends. 
Each one of us holds a part of the only 
peaceful solution. Let 's give our part of 
the solution instead of being a part of the 
problem, 
We are often wasteful people, but, most 
important, we are all loving and caring 
people. We all make mistakes, and a re 
often unaware of them so they go on 
overlooked, but the problem of worW 
med up the impact of the military when hunger is everybody's problem and 
1 . ^ 1 J i ft T U . At A % I i t • • A • • • 
he said, "Every gun that is made, every 
warship launched, every rocket fired 
signifies, in the final sense, a theft from 
those who hunger and are not fed, those 
who are cold and are not clothed," U.S. 
military spending exceeds the total in-
come of the poorest billion people, and 
cannot be overlooked 1( it la to be solved. 
We must become aware of the problem I 
Find out how you can become aware 
and what action you can take. The Hope 
College World Hunger Committee, run by 
students under the guidance of Chaplain 
Pete Semeyn, welcomes and encourages 
worldwide military spending exceeds the you to participate wholeheartedly in our 
total income of the poorer half of the campus 'World Hunger Awaronew Week, 
world with billions to spare. 
How much is that? About a million 
dollars every minute of every day. Have 
you ever wondered who we are protecting 
ourselves from? And why? Is it any 
wonder that we have such a massive 
military when we've stolen from the lives 
of billions of people and will not give 
anything back; what else, but their lives, 
Ambassador visits 
by Dave Rhem 
Hope will not only be invaded by a host 
of speakers for the Critical Issues 
Symposium, but will ateo enjoy a visit by 
former member of Congress and current 
U.S. Ambassador to the Organization of 
American States Gale McGee. The 
political science department, Former 
Members of Congress, and the Charles 
Stewart Mott Foundation a re combining 
efforts to bring Ambassador McGee to 
participate in both the 1981 Model United 
Nations and the Second Annual Critical 
Issues Symposium. 
McGee has served as a senator from 
the state of Wyoming for 18 years, taught 
both college and high school students the 
intricacies of history and International 
Relations for almost 20 years, and Is 
currently serving as U.S. Ambassador to 
the Organization of American States. 
McGee will speak In a number of 
classes on Wednesday, March H, and 
again on Friday, March 13. On Thursday, 
March 12, be will speak in conjunction 
with the Critical Issues Symposium. 
McGee will lead an afternoon panel on the 
McGee'* lectures on Wednesday and 
Friday will deal largely with American 
foreign policy, the U.S. Congress, and 
international relations in general. McGee 
has seen much of the world, having 
visited over 117 countries, and is an ob-
server of international events. In his 
current post as U.S. Ambassador to the 
OAS, he represents the official United 
States government position on the present 
strife in El Salvador and the recent 
border conflict between Peru and k 
Ecuador, 
DeWitt 
( con t inued f rom p. 5 j 
My last comment is directed to a Hope 
senior who said while looking over Meg 
Biggerstaff 's proposal, " I can't sign 
anything that won't affect me." Guess 
again! Who do you think the ad-
ministration is going to ask for donations 
for this and other proposals when we 
become alumni? 
What will Hope be like for our children? 
For this reason and those previously 
stated, I support and carry Meg 
Biggerstaff 's proposal which states, "We, 
the undersigned request that DeWitt be 
re-established as The Student and 
Cultural Center rather than be renovated 
for administrative purposes." 
Very Concerned, 
Daniel A. Wolf 
LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS 
A chanot to study and llvt In London 
A wide range of subieets and courses is available in Central London for 
students oi the social solencea. 
Junior year Postgraduate Diplomas 
One-year Master's degrees Research 
Subieots include Accounting and Finance, Actuarial Science, Anthropology. 
Business Studies, Econometrics, Economics. Economic History, Geography, 
Government, Industrial Relations, International History, international Relations. 
Law, Management Science, Operational Research, Philosophy, Politics, Social 
Adminiatratlon, Social work. Sociology, Social Psychology and Statistical and 
Malhematioal Sciences, 
Applicstlon blanks from: -
Admissions Secretary. L.S E., Houghton Street. London WC2A 2AI, England. 
Please state whether junior year or postgraduate. 
March 1-7; the activities are summarized 
below. The problem affects us all and will 
| jjjW)esnIvedw^g{^ 
and caring people we are. Will you care? 
Thank you! 
World Hunger Week Schedule 
Mon. Mar.2-U:0Oam.Chapel 
Tues. Mar. 3 - 11:00am. Community Hour 
- Carol Myers • Wynants Aud. 
Wed. Mar. 4 - 11,00am. Chapel - Dr. 
Winslow 
10; 00pm, Fellowship of Christian Students 
- Peale Science Center 
Thurs. Mar, 5 • 11:00am, Community 
Hour - Larry Rasmussen - Wynants Aud. 
5:30 pm. Rice and Tea Dinner - Merold 
Westphal-Durfee Cafe 
9:30 pm. In t e rva r s i t y Chr is t ian 
Fellowship»Lubbers Loft 
Fri. Mar, 6-DAY OF FASTING 
7:30am. P r a y e r Service • Durfee 
Cafeteria 
l l :30andl2 :30Fi lm - Durfee Cafeteria 
7:00pm. Educational Seminar • Durfee 
Cafeteria (to approx. 9:00pm,) 
Sat, Mar, 7 - 9:00 Educational Seminar 
(continued) - Durfee Cafeteria (to ap-
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NEED A RIDE?? 
TRY INTERCOUNTY 
NTERCOUNTY is a deluxel 
Van servlee 
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Grandville, Kent wood, Wyoming and Kent County 
International Airport. 
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WOODLAND MAU (KeftKvood) 5.00 4.25 3.3S 2.30 
RENT COUNTY AIRP6RT 6.75 6.00 100 4.25 375 3 25 1.75 
!ommuter Tickets, Too — 45 % discoun 
For further Information and time tables 
call your full-service travel agent 
or 
Intercounty at 392-3669 
Reagan redefines U.S. 
policy on human rights 
C 
^ Which one is better? Lit Grimes and Margie Deckard compare referees* whistles at 
recent intramural games, (photo by Tom Wagner) 
Scholars enjoyed break 
Nine Baker Scholars enjoyed winter 
break in San Francisco Feb. 12-19. 
Each year the Baker Scholars, a group 
of junior and senior students who have 
demons t r a t ed potent ia l a s f u t u r e 
business leaders, travel to a large city to 
learn from business entrepreneurs. In 
1980, the Bakers visited New York City. 
In San Francisco, the group visited 
Schlage Lock, one of the nation's leading 
security companies; Syntex, a phar-
maceutical f i rm; Castle and Cooke, a 
fresh produce and seafood distributor; 
and Hewlett Packard, a high technology 
corporation. 
The Bakers took advantage of the 
cosmopolitan environment and enjoyed 
extensive sightseeing. Among the high 
points were the American Conservatory 
Theatre, Golden Gate State Park, 
Sausolito, P i e r 39, The Cannery, 
Ghi rade l l i S q u a r e , Muir Woods, 
Inglenook and Chris t ian Brothers 
wineries, and Stanford University. 
Bakers sorry to be back from San 
Francisco include Susan Boundy, Nancy 
Dirkse, Paul Field, Tracy Larsen, Kirk 
McMurray, Amy Purvis, David Rhem, 
and F red Roberts. Tony Muiderman, 
advisor for the Baker Scholars, and his 
wife, Ellie, chaperoned the group. 
by Craig Potter Sinclair 
Throughout the history of our country, 
and especially in the late 20th century, the 
American love for the individual has 
driven us to intervene in the international 
scene on the side of "human rights." In 
the past four years, we have seen a new 
emphasis on human rights in our foreign 
r e l a t i ons under the C a r t e r ad-
ministration. 
With the advent of the Reagan ad-
min i s t ra t ion , a general sent iment 
prevails that our country is about to give 
up its fight for human rights in favor of a 
totally "p ragmat ic" policy. "Human 
rights are universal" (onchor, Feb. 5) 
clearly emphasized the view that Reagan 
will not give human rights their needed 
attention. 
Is this really true? How much have our 
policies of verbage and economic 
pressure really aided in the war against 
inhumanity? To battle the spread of 
human oppression, it is far more effective 
to hit at the root causes of problems 
raliier than treating them superficially. 
A major force promoting international 
d i sorder and revolution is world 
terrorism. For a number of years 
European Israeli intelligence, as well as 
the United States (CI.A.) to a lesser 
degree, have been aware of Russian 
support for terrorism as a means of at-
taining their goal of "world revolution." 
They are said to have two training cen-
ters within their borders (one at Moscow) 
to train terrorists of all nationalities. Also 
the Soviets are the major coordinator of 
world terrorism. 
The United States is taking steps 
toward a concerted effort to battle 
terrorism in the new administratkw's 
"ant i - ter ror ism" international profile. 
This is a practical application of 
American opposition to international 
disorder and human oppression. Is it not a 
fight for human rights in a real way? If 
we deal with revolution before it begins 
then we won't have to deal with the 
authoritarian regimes that will follow the 
upheaval. 
The Pulse— Fee debated 
Classic Wallabee for men 
and wom^n. Hand-sewen 
tnocoaNin.Genuine plantation 
crepe sole. Arch support 
for comfort. 
Mens 
Sand suede or cognac leather 6800 
Womens 
Sand suede 
61 EAST 8th ST., 
HOLLAND 
by Anne Brown and Ingrid Anderson 
Because of concern expressed over the 
recent announcement of next year 's 
tuition fee, we asked students: "If you 
were a senior in high school and the 
tuition at Hope was $6,600 as it will be in 
the 1981-82 school year, would you have 
made your decision to attend Hope?" The 




I don't know 18% 
The majori ty of those who answered 
"yes" commented that Hope was still 
relatively inexpensive compared to other 
private colleges. Others felt that they 
would attend Hope if substantial financial 
aid was provided. One student com-
mented, "Costs are going up everywhere. 
Why should Hope bean exception?" 
Most of those who answered "no"said 
that they could not afford to pay the cost 
of attending Hope. Many commented that 
they would have more seriously con-
sidered attending a s tate school. "I 
wouldn't come to Hope as a f reshman at 
that price. I probably would have at-
tended a junior college for a couple of 
years , " said one student. Another 
commented, " I 'm a f reshman and I'm 
seriously considering not coming back 
next year . " 
Fern Palma and Jeri Wissink play surrogate moms for Benjamin Semeyn. (photo by 
Lora Rector) 
J.L. MURPHY HAIRSTYUNG 
Men's and Women's 
Haircuts $6 
Perms $25-$30 
2 blocks from 
Hope College 
39 W. 10th 
392-6200 At River Ave. 
Sports -
Hope's b-ball team 
seeks championship 
by Tim Taylor 
And now the moment you've all been 
waiting for.... That 's right, this is the 
week that Hope fans have been waiting 
for all semester. The week of Feb. 22-28 is 
when the men's basketball team gets to 
decide whether they want the league title 
this year or whether they a re going to be 
second as last year . Don't get me wrong, 
last year was a fine season, finishing with 
a 16-6 record; but this year the Orange 
and Blue control their own destiny. 
Here's the situation (as of deadline 
date) : Hope and Albion^are deadlocked 
for the league lead with 8-2 records; 
lurking in the shadows is a tough Calvin 
squad at 7-3. Hope has the opportunity to 
show what they a re made of this week as 
they take on both of the other squads in 
contention, Calvin Wednesday night and 
Albion Saturday afternoon. As if that isn't 
challenging enough, ff tey have to face 
each of these teams on its own floor. 
If Hope wins Wednesday night, then, 
assuming that Albion mauls Olivet, the 
contest Saturday will be for the cham-
pionship. If that is the case, it will just 
add fuel to the fire since there are other 
factors involved in the contest. 
First , at the Civic Center earlier in the 
season, Hope blew a 14 point first half 
lead and Albion won 72-67. 
Also, the Albion student newspaper last 
week declared that Albion could boast of 
the "best set of guards in the league." 
Well, we have some pretty good guards of 
our own, and that s ta tement may have 
stepped on a few toes. A battle for the 
championship would be as close to a 
dream game as the MIAA has seen this 
season, considering all of the factors. 
If Hope loses Wednesday night then 
they can still achieve a tie for first place. 
Assuming wins by Albion and Calvin 
against teams other than Hope, a loss 
Wednesday night and a victory Saturday 
would mean a three-way tie for the league 
title at 9-3. If that happens, it is out of the 
hands of the sports "analys ts" and into 
the hands of the powers that be. 
The Flying Dutchmen found them-
selves in this illustrious situation af te r 
taking two relatively close games at 
home last week. A major key to both of 
these victories was the play of Brian 
Beckman and Rick Reece. 
Against Adrian, Hope did not start out 
like a league-leading team as the 
Bulldogs pulled a 10-3 lead over the 
Flying Dutchmen, who could not have put 
the ball through an open manhole. 
Beckman and Reece then went to work 
and, with 2:12 in the half, Hope had the 
lead, 35-28. They held that seven point 
margin until intermission, 39-32. 
Adrian gently whittled away at the lead 
until, with 9:36 remaining in the game, 
Adrian took the lead 51-50. Adrian was up 
by as much as five until, with 4:34 left, mMr. -
Hope took back the lead. 60-59, on a Matt W h e a t o n tournament, as well as second in the MIAA. (photo by Randy Warren) 
Neil tip. Hope held on with some Reece 
free throws and won on a final score of 69-
62. 
Scott Benson led the Dutch in scoring 
with 18 while Beckman had 15 and Reece 
12 plus 10 rebounds. 
Kalamazoo came into town Saturday 
night and the Flying Dutchmen showed, 
them about as much hospitality a s they 
did Adrian. 
Hope ended up shooting 60 percent from 
the field and never trailed in the contest. 
Jeff Heerdt played by fa r his best game 
since coming up from the JV, scoring 19 
points and hauling down eight rebounds. 
Beckman and Reece once again had 
excellent games, scoring 17 and 15 points 
respectively. Benson chipped in 12. 
The time is here. The Dutchmen have 
already guaranteed themselves their first 
back-to-back winning seasons since the 
m i d ^ ' s ; now is the time for the first 
MIAA basketball championship in 13 
years. 
Garry "the pinning machine** Visscher In action against an Adrian Opponent. Visscher 
took fourth at the Grand Valley tournament and third at the five-state, 24-team 
Wrestlers finish season 
third place in AAIAA 
By Randy Warren 
The wrestling team climaxed their 
season with a strong third place finish in 
the MIAA tournament, and also lifted 
their overall league standing to third. 
After suffering three straight conference 
losses early in January , the wrestlers 
built up for the tournament with victories 
over MIAA rivals Calvin and Kalamazoo. 
The wrestlers went into the tournament 
behind Alma, Olivet and Adrain. Coach 
J im DeHorn knew that Adrain was the 
team that Hope had a chance to catch 
despite Hope's disappointing 27-14 loss to 
Women's basketball standing 3 and 7 
by Steve Underwood 
The Hope women's basketball team 
played five games in the last two weeks 
and won one of them. However, the 
victory, a rout of the cellar-dweller 
Kalamazoo Hornets, was not the most 
impressive of their contests. Rather it 
was a one-point overtime loss to second-
place Calvin where, according to Coach 
Snyder, " the girls found they can play 
with anybody." 
With a 5-14 record, 3-7 in MIAA, the 
Dutch hosted Alma Tuesday and will 
close out the regular season at Olivet 
Saturday. 
The final count was 59-58 last Saturday 
on the Knights home floor; perhaps 
Hope's best game all year. The dutch took 
a 25-23 halft ime lead and were tied with 
Calvin 51-51 at the end of regulation play. 
Coach Snyder attributed the effort to good 
ball movement and excellent defense. 
Hope also made 16 of 24 foul shots 
compared to just 3 of 18 for Calvin, 
committed a season-low 16 turnovers, and 
out-rebounded the Knights. But the host 's 
field-goal shooting, 28 of 71 over Hopes' 21 
of 60. made the difference. 
Jody Foy and Faye Berens led the way 
by snaring 10 rebounds each, making 
;», Ui . . • . v 
nearly half of their shots, and scoring 14 
and 16 points respectively. Foy also 
deflected 12 Calvin shots. Mary Schaap 
added 10 boards while Lynn Beelen 
chipped in eight points. 
Despite coming off winter break flat, 
the D u t c h w o m e n st i l l s tung the 
Kalamazoo Hornets 65-38 on Feb. 17. 
Kazoo jumped out to a 4-0 lead and trailed 
by just 4.16-12, with about seven minutes 
left in the first half. But Robin Pfeiffer 
sunk a pair of freebies. then Cathy Fox 
scored and stole the ball for another 
bucket to up the Dutch lead to 10. Schapp 
scored a few minutes later to make the 
margin 12. Kazoo quickly closed it to six 
at 24-18, and Hope settled for a 27-19 
halft ime lead. 
In the second period the Dutch had a 
five point run early, led by Schaap, to 
gain a 32-20 lead. Spurts of eight and six 
consecutive points later on helped to ice 
it. Schaap had 14 markers , her season 
high, along with nine rebounds. Fox and 
Pfeiffer canned 10 points each and 10 and 
eight rebounds respectively. Pfeiffer and 
Foy teamed up for nine steals and five 
assists. 
Sandwiched between those two league 
contests was a non-league tilt with Trinity 
College in which the Dutch were defeated 
70-66. Due partly to a 61-38 rebounding 
advantage, the Dutch tossed up 34 more 
shots than Trinity, yet wereonly able to 
match the opposition in shots made. The 
four point margin came from the foul 
stripe, where Trinity was a sizzling 24 of 
31 compared to Hope's 20 of 32. Lora 
Hanson's 17 points matched the high of 
any Dutchwoman this season. Schaap, at 
eight points and 13 rebounds, Fox, a t nine 
points and 12 rebounds, and Pfeiffer at 10 
points also played well. 
The previous week, Hope had absorbed 
two large defeats at the hands of front-
runner Adrian, 98-39. and Albion, tied 
with Calvin for second, 83-48. Those 
outcomes were somewhat of a mystery to 
Coach Snyder, considering how close the 
Calvin games have been. Adrian broke 
the Hope press almost at will and forced 
35 Dutch turnovers. The Bulldogs con-
verted an outstanding 53 percent of their 
shots, 30 percent higher than Hope. 
Hanson had 16 points, while Fox added 
eight on a fine four-for-10 shooting day. 
Foy earned four steals and three assists. 
Similar problems, less magnified, 
occured against the Britons. Hanson, with 
10 points, and Bridgette Knittel, with nine 
rebounds, led a balanced Hope at tack. 
Adrain earlier this year. 
Between Hope's good showing and 
Adrain's poor one, the Dutchmen easily 
overtook them. Hope put seven wrestlers 
in the finals, three in the championship 
bracket and four in the consolation 
bracket. Second seed Brad Conrad, who 
finished the season with a 16-10 record, 
obtained a bye in the f irst round at 142 
pounds. Brad then pinned Haft f rom 
Adrain in 6:58 and advanced to the 
championship finals where he lost a close 
match to Foper from Alma. 
Also getting second for Hope was 
captain Pete. White. White whipped 
Groenhout f rom Calvin, 5-0, and then beat 
the number one seed, Livitte f rom Olivet, 
7-2. White then lost a tough match to the 
Kalamazoo wrestler, Yates, in the 
championship finals. 
Garry Visscher, who was coming off 
awesome finishes of fourth in the Grand 
Valley tournament and third in the 24 
team Wheaton tournament, was upset in 
the championship finals by Tom Kool of 
Calvin. Even so, Visscher added his 
second place medel to his collection and 
finished the year with a .20-9-2 record. 
Also taking home medels for Hope was 
Jeff Gaikema a t 126 pounds. Gaikema 
took third place with a pin at 2:40 in the 
consolation finals, finishing the season 
with a record of 15-6-1. Byron Prielipp, 
who came back from a rib injury over 
Christmas, took third at 150 pounds with a 
strong win over Mohney of Kalamazoo. 
Finishing at fourth for the Dutchmen 
were Jeff Machiela at 167 pounds and 
Randy Pfa ler at 177 pounds. 
E a r l i e r las t week, Ka l amazoo 
wrestlers came to Holland and were 
beaten 36-12. Winning for Hope were 
Byron Prielipp a t 150 pounds, 12-7, Jeff 
Machiela at 167 pounds, 10-3, Randy 
Pfahler at 177 pounds, by a pin in 1:35, 
and Garry Visscher in heavyweight 
competition, by a pin in 1:42. Picking up 
forfeit wins for Hope were Doug Lehman 
at 118 pounds. Brad Conrad at 142 pounds, 
and Kevin Anderson at 190 pounds. 
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All three of Hope's divers, Lynn Bufe, Sarah Souter and Mary DeVries, will make their 
way to the upcoming nationals, (photo by Tom Wagner) 
Hope's JV leads league 
by Jim Goorhouse 
While everyone was aware of the 
s ign i f i cance of the Hope-Calvin 
basketball contest last night, another 
championship was also being decided. 
Hope's JV had an unblemished league 
mark entering this game, while Calvin's 
JV had one loss. This seems to imply that 
the spirited rivalry between Hope and 
Calvin will continue far into the future, 
hopefully with the Dutchmen holding the 
upper hand. 
Coach Gregg Afman and his squad, 
going into the Kalamazoo game, sported 
an 8-0 league record and are 12-1 overall. 
They seem a cinch to have the best record 
of any team Afman has ever coached; 
Afman's previous high was 14-3 in 77-78. 
The lone blemish on their record, an early 
season loss to Aquinas by four points, was 
later avenged with a resounding 92-68 
triumph. The team is averaging 86 points 
per game while shooting 47 percent from 
the floor. 
Because of the loss of Jeff Heerdt to the 
varsity, much of the scoring burden has 
fallen on the two guards, Mike Stone and 
Todd Schuling. They have come through 
with flying colors, averaging 17.2 and 15.1 
points per game, respectively. In ad-
dition, Schuiling contributed a fine floor 
game, leading the Dutchmen in assists 
and steals. Also adding scoring punch are 
Todd Nisbett, Mike Leatherby and Jack 
Schermerhorn, all seeing extensive ac-
tion. Rounding out the team a re Tim 
Vogelzang, Michael Hawkins, Jeff 
T immerman and Er ic VanderVen. 
Sports calendar 
Friday, Feb. 27 
Men's Swimming; MIAA meet at Alma 
Women's Swimming: MIAA meet at 
Kalamazoo 
Saturday, Feb. 28 
Men's Basketball: 3 p.m. at Albion 
Women's Basketball: 2 p.m. at Olivet 
Men's Swimming: MIAA meet at Alma 
Women's Swimming: MIAA meet at 
Kalamazoo 





For Hope Students 
Specializing in up-to-date 
hairstyles for men and women 
208 Sooth River Between 8th & 9th Open M o n . 9-7; 9-6; Wed., Thurs. & Fri. 9-9/ 
WALK-INS WELCOME ^ Sat. 9-5. Call 392-2828 
Swimmers are winners 
in AAIAA competition 
by Eva Dean 
As the swimming season slowly creeps 
to its termination, both swim teams pay 
no attention to the time factor but con-
stantly set their hearts and minds on 
keeping impressive win-loss records and 
remarkable league standings. Hope's 
women now stand first in the MIAA 
Division III with an undefeated record of 
5-0, while the men can show off a 4-1 
record, holding them at second in the 
league, to be surpassed only by 
Kalamazoo. 
Last Thursday the women met 
Kalamazoo again in a non-league meet at 
Kresge Natatorium. Since these two 
teams have already swam on the league 
level earlier this season, Hope's 70-53 win 
over Kalamazoo can only be placed on the 
overall win-loss record. Nancy Scholten 
set the meet 's only school record as she 
posted a 5:30.51 in the 500 yard freestyle, 
cutting four seconds from her old record. 
It was the Alma dual, a 77-54 win last 
week, which proved to be the most 
significant for the Flying Dutch; seven of 
Hope's women swimmers qualified to 
swim in the nationals. One relay team 
will be sent, consisting of Anne Stone, 
Leslie Bethards, Nancy Scholten and 
Kirsten Newhof; they qualified with a 
time of 3:50.37. Coach Patnott is hoping 
that another foursome will qualify to 
participate also. 
Newhof found an individual place on the 
nationals' roster and marked a 25.84, 
establishing a new school record in the 50 
yard freestyle. Scholten also snagged a 
spot but went about it in a little tougher 
way. Scholten had to race in the men's 
1650 yard freestyle because there are no 
long distance swims for women in dual 
meets. Nevertheless, Scholten made her 
qualifying time. 
In diving, all of Hope's women, Lynn 
Bufe, Sarah Souter and Mary DeVries, 
qualified for nationals in both the one 
meter and three meter board. 
The men had a spectacular week as 
they eagerly handed defeats to both Alma 
and Calvin. Helping to deal Alma a losing 
hand was Craig Anderson, setting a new 
school record in the 200 Individual Medly 
with a 2:09.98 time, demolishing the 
record he set as a freshman. Pat Nelis 
and Tim Jasperse also contributed, 
reporting personal bests in the 1000 yard 
tree and the 100 yard free, respectively. 
Roy Davis continued to top his diving 
records with a 222.0 in one meter and 221.7 
in three meter. 
The Calvin win was achieved by a wide 
margin, 63-48, but was of a less spec-
tacular nature, reported Patnott. He 
stated that Saturday was merely a below-
average day but that the men pulled their 
potential together to come out on top. 
Hope will no longer participate in dual 
meets and from now on all eyes will be 
placed on the MIAA championships 




IT'S YOUR TURN. Have you been reading the 
continuing sago of Tommy L ? Do you feel you 
know him like your own brother? Then pick up 
your pen and participate in the first and last 
annual "Write Your Own Tommy L. Episode'' 
contesf. Entries are due in the anchor office by 
5 p.m. Monday; the winning entry wi l l be 
published, along wi th the author's name, in 
next week's classifieds. 
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NEW WAVE- We're playing your tunes ! ! Rex, 
Ringo, Paul and IHOS. 
TAITER AND LEENDA: Pen fund is bui lding up; 
soon we wi l l have our own. Thanks tons. 
IF YOU DIDN'T get a chance to meet Simon 
Bourgin during the week he visited campus or 
you want to see more of him you have another 
chance to see him. A panel of students probe 
this Woodrow Wilson Visit ing Fellow with 
thought-provoking questions on his past and 
his views on current issues. See him answer 
on a special edit ion of MOSAIC, Wednesday at 
7 p.m. and Friday at 4 p.m. on Continental 
Cablevision-Channel 6. 
COSMOS-lt's so nice to wake up each mor-
ning and see your smiling faces. 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-Grand Valley State 
College wi l l be hosting their Annual Summer 
Employment Extravaganza on March 10 from 
10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Opportunit ies for 'summer 
employment ore l imited, so this wi l l be a good 
chance to introduce yourself to area em-
ployers. Transportation wi l l be provided. 
Contact Off-Campus Jobs--Phelps Hall. Please 
register by March 3. 
' MUFFY' BRINKS: The n e w L.L. Bean ca ta log is 
out . It has the latest fash ions for you a n d Skip. 
PIZZAS--Burr i tos, concer t t i cke ts ! Listen to 
WTAS for your chance to w i n ! W e ' r e The 
A n c h o r S ta t ion ! WTAS 610 A M - F M cable 
103.3. 
P S. TO THE ADMINISTRATION--Aes the t i ca l l y , 
the Boi ler Bu i ld ing doesn ' t tu rn me on. 
BUSINESS MAJORS: Don't forget. Refresh-
ments tonight in Phelps cafeteria at 9 p.m. 
Details about upcoming events wi l l be an-
nounced. See you there! The B.C. 
THE ACADEMIC SKILLS CENTER is moving this 
week to a new office in the basement of 
Graves Hall f rom the current location in the 
basement of Van Zoeren Library. Remember 
Drop-In Hours--Monday through Friday 12:30 
p.m.-1:30 p.m. and Monday through Thursday 
3:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m. 
JOHN DEJONG--I have made many mistakes 
in my life. We all do, and you must count 
yourself among the numbers. I may be wi l l ing 
to let you forget, but if your heart al lows it 
then you don't really have one--do you? 
Callous? You are now. 
GLENN BULTHUIS-Watch for him! Coming to 
Hope Apr i l 25. 
TO MAINTENANCE: Thanks for the excellent 
job on the snow removal.--A student. 
LADY--very classy move.-Opt imism 
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